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by Annie X May

Devil Man (Chpater 2 guide) 

By "Annie X May" <kupalista@lycos.com> 

Foreword: The reason why I made an FAQ only for Chpater 2 of this game its  
because someone already submitted chapter one and his e-mail is  
<Kaiser_vi@usa.net>.This is not a walkthru, rateher it is an FAQ and tip guide  
of WHAT TO DO NEXT. 

Characetr info: 

Akira- the protagonist and the consciousness of the demon hero,Amon , that lurks  
within him slowly starts coming to life. 

Yoh- akira's friend who carries a shotun, he discovers something about the demon  
army's existence and that they are real. 

Miki- Akira's girlfriend(she's one hot mama). 

Satcha- Akira's kid sister. 

Basic Controls: 

square-punch 
X-kick 
triangle-flying punch 
O-hammer blow/stun opponent 
R1-Run 
L2 or L2-psychic blast 
L1-180 degree turn 
Select-Transform into Devil Amon 

COMBO MOVES: 
NOTE: You can only execute these Clincher moves if your opponents are either  
stunned or knocked down to the ground. 

If standing up, stun opponent first by pressing O then do either of the ff: 

Rip 'em good=Up+triangle+O 
Hellfire=Down+X+square 

If knocked down, 
To knock  your opponent to the ground do a running punch or running kick (D- 
pad+R1+square or X) then do either of the ff Clincher moves as written  
above.Doing these moves can ensure some greater damage to your foes. 

CHAPTER 2  GAME TIPS 

Stage 2.1 

What to do: Beat up on the monsters and rescue the survivors stuck to the wall  
by attacking the ugly monsters head that is found near the survivor. 



Gametip: If you can't get through a large iron gate marked G-3 or G-2 etc..it  
means there is a panel switch found in some small rooms with those small doors  
only Akira has access to. 

Boss battle(mud beast) 
Kill him quickly before the walls close in on you.Use clincher moves if  
necessary.

Stage 2.2 
What to do: Exorcise the survivors by switching to your human form and hit on  
them.DO NOT pound on them in your devil man form otherwise you'll kill them and  
your ending rank will go down. 

Game tip: Be sure to knock down those brown colored walls pocked with holes in  
order to find some goodies and a hidden survivor. 

Boss Battle(water dragon) 
Run up behind him and execute your clincher moves(DO NOT use the hellfire while  
he's stunned). 

Stage 2.3 
What to do: You can beat up on the monsters here if you like but its only a  
waste of time and energy.Just run past them if you like. 

Boss Battle(green-skinned demon beast) 
Its the same strategy with the boss in stage 2.2 only this time you can now use  
the hellfire clincher move Yeah! Burn baby ,burn!! 

Boss battle (female monster) 
Just use your psychic blast on her. 

Stage 2.4 
What to do: Rescue the survivors and beat up some of the monsters.Beware ,once  
you rescue the survivor a 2 minute time limit will begin for each one freed. 

Boss Battle(giant mutant turtle) 
Just do your clincher moves on this thing while he is stunned or knocked  
down.(Can anyone e-mail me if there is a way to rescue Satcha from this  
monster's shell??) 

Stage 2.5 
What to do: There are are only two monsters here so proceed if you  
like.Eventually you'll reach a dead end but you will see a weak brown wall to  
easily break down. 

Final Boss
Knock him down to the ground with the running attack move (D-pad+R1+square or  
X)and then execute your clincher moves. 

If you get a rank A ending you'll be awarded with a cool, but short 53 second CG  
movie showing the original classic Devil Man created by Go Nagai of Mazinger Z &  
Getter Robo fame. 
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